An analog of Lin's theorem for this norm was established in [4, 5] (in a big generality, and also for the case of n operators) and independently in [1] . A quantitative version with C(δ) = 12δ 1/6 , where δ = [H 1 , H 2 ] tr , was obtained by Glebsky in [3] . In the present paper, we use the same ideas to prove a similar result with C(δ) = 2δ 1/4 , see Theorem 2 below. We also consider the case of n operators in a way similar to [3] , see Theorem 3. Lemma 1. Let −1 λ 1 . . . λ n 1. Then for any k, m ∈ N there exists a partition
Proof. Consider the following partition {1, . . . , n} = km−1 −km I j :
Let us combine I j with j ≡ r(mod k) into J r :
Obviously, k−1 r=0 J r = {1, . . . , n}. By the Dirichlet principle, there exists such r 0 that #J r 0 n k . We set J = J r 0 . As for {L a }, let
Property 1 follows from the construction of J = J r 0 . Furthermore, every interval J r consists of k − 1 subsequent intervals I l , so, if i, j ∈ J r , then
which implies Property 2. Finally, two intervals L a and L b , a = b, are separated by one of I ak+r 0 , and hence Property 3 is true.
Proof. We can choose such a basis in C n that
Let k, m ∈ N be chosen later. Consider the corresponding partition {1, . . . , n} = J ∪ m a=−m L a from Lemma 1. We set
where µ j = λ j for j ∈ J, and for all j ∈ L a with a fixed the number µ j is the center of the interval of possible values of
for all j. Hence,
In the chosen basis, let
We construct A 2 = {a ij } n i,j=1 as following:
A 2 is a block diagonal matrix. The norm of each block does not exceed H 2 , because it is a part of H 2 , and so A 2 H 2 1. In each block A 1 is scalar, which follows [A 1 , A 2 ] = 0. Also, A 2 = A * 2 . Let us estimate the difference between A 2 and H 2 .
In the second sum we used the fact that h ij = h ji . The first sum can be estimated using (2) and property 3 from Lemma 1:
To estimate the second sum, consider a matrix
and a matrix
Clearly, H = P H 2 and H H 2 1. Further,
Combining the inequalities (3) - (5), we obtain
Finally, we set
and
where we used (1), the fact that 2δ
It is possible to rewrite Theorem 4 from [3] in the following form:
Then there exist A i ∈ M n (C), i = 1, . . . , m, such that
Proof. The scheme from Theorem 2 can be applied simultaneously to the pairs (H 1 , H j ), j = 2, . . . , m. We denote the resulting operators by H i , i = 1, . . . , m. If δ 1/16, then, by (6)- (7),
Let us estimate the commutators of H i :
where we again used (7) and the fact that AB tr A B tr . So,
The last relation will remain true if we again apply the scheme from Theorem 2 to the pairs ( H 2 , H j ), j = 3, . . . , m, because the scheme preserves common invariant subspaces. Hence, we can proceed with m − 1 such iterations and obtain a set of m commuting operators A 1 , . . . , A m . Let us estimate the difference between A i and H i and find the conditions on δ.
We denote δ from the statement of Theorem by δ 1 . After i-th iteration, δ i is replaced with
The sequence {δ i } is increasing. Condition (8) implies δ m−1 1/16 and, consequently, δ i 1/16, i = 1, . . . , m − 1. We now see that Theorem 2 is applicable on every step.
Finally, consider the difference between A i and H i . On i-th iteration, we "correct" the operators by 
